
Copyright or Copywrong? 
 
The following scenarios are from the booklet Copyright Matters!  
Find it on the Education Guide >> Copyright in the Classroom tab: 
http://rdc.libguides.com/education 
 
1 Copyright is... 
A protection of expression of original works 
B a type of intellectual property 
C the right to copy 
D all of the above (even in the absence of a copyright symbol, copyright still applies) 
 
2 Which of the following cannot be copyrighted? 
A literary, dramatic, musical, artistic works 
B performer’s performances 
C sound recordings 
D names and slogans (these can be protected under Trademarks) 
 
3 A work is in the "public domain" for how many years after the creator’s death? 
A 25 years 
B 50 years (public domain refers to works no longer under copyright protection) 
C 75 years 
D 100 years 
 
4 This booklet is a great resource about copyright in the classroom... 
A Copyright Act 
B Access Copyright 
C Copyright Matters (written for K-12 classroom teachers) 
D Creative Commons 
 
5 Teachers can copy print materials, with limitations, thanks to the... 
A Copyright Act 
B Access Copyright License 
C both of the above (both of these give educators limited permissions to copy)  
D none of the above 
 
6 Teachers can photocopy an entire workbook due to budget cuts... 
A yes, if it's for the classroom 
B yes, with express permission (check worksheet/workbook for duplication information) 
C yes, if the photocopier is working 
D yes, up to 10% of the workbook 
 
7 Teachers can play pre‐recorded music (sound recordings) in schools... 
A no, never! 
B yes, only at school assemblies & concerts 
C yes, only educational purposes (assembly/concert=public performance; need permission) 
D yes, if the music was purchased 
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8 Teachers can photocopy sheet music for their music classes... 
A no (the school must purchase 1 copy per student, or students can share copies) 
B maybe 
C yes, if the school purchases 1 copy 
D yes, if the school purchases the CD 
 
9 Teachers can install a copy of software on multiple classroom computers... 
A yes, with no limits 
B yes, if it is Microsoft 
C yes, if the school owns a copy 
D yes, with 1 license per computer (1 software copy may come with multiple licences) 
 
10 Teachers can show a DVD (like movies or documentaries) in the classroom... 
A yes, if the volume is turned down 
B yes, with the proper license (the license must cover public performance rights) 
C yes, if it is purchased 
D no, never! 
 
11 Teachers can sell their lesson plans (teaching materials) to a publisher... 
A maybe (depends on your teaching contract; copyright usually belongs to employer) 
B yes 
C no 
D only if they can make a profit! 
 
12 Teachers can publish their Students' work in a K‐12 publication (under 18s)... 
A always 
B never 
C yes, with principal's permission 
D yes, with parental permission (if the student is 18+ need student permission) 
 
13 Teachers can add pre-recorded music to their classroom presentations... 
A yes, if the music is purchased 
B yes, if there is no change in format 
C yes, if the presentation is not posted online 
D all of the above (you could play the music separately, or use copyright-friendly music) 
 
14 Teachers and Students can copy media freely from the Internet... 
A yes, if media is under Creative Commons 
B yes, if media is from educational collections 
C yes, with written permission 
D all of the above (search.creativecommons.org is a great place to start) 
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